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FUERGY aims to efficiently manage prosumer’s energy outflow and 

inflow through the sophisticated hardware and AI-powered software. 

Built-in AI algorithms optimize the usage of green energy production 

(PVs, wind turbines etc.), consumption and storage. When needed, the 

FUERGY Device automatically detects the counterpart for the electric 

energy sharing. It supports the creation of local energy communities, 

helps to support grid stability and provides uninterruptible power sup-

ply. Blockchain also ensures transparency, security and data integrity.

Vision

Our vision is to create an entirely new, smarter way of generating and consuming electric energy 
by transforming the energy industry.
...and making YOU a part of it!

Mission

The mission is to reinvent how people utilize and share electric energy to accelerate the transi-
tion to sustainable renewables. Our goal is to shift from conventional electricity consumers to 
innovative green power prosumers who will produce, consume and share energy effectively. We 
aim to provide AI-powered solutions that are connected, secure and predictive, while leaving 
a smaller footprint on the world. 

Purpose

Your home, your choice! Develop a smarter way that makes a positive difference. Empower 
people to be more efficient and effective in generating and sharing electric energy, while being 
independent and responsible.
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“We are living in the future of energy. Are you?”
radoslav stompf, ceo at fuergy
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 What is FUERGY?

FUERGY is creating an entirely new, decentralized way of generating and sharing electric energy. 
Through its genuine hardware device (with built-in battery), AI-powered software called “brAIn” 
and blockchain technology, customer’s energy consumption can be automatically optimized 
and system deviations minimized. In addition, the hardware will be able to connect to an electric 
vehicle to reach the full potential of its battery capacity.

FUERGY wants to make renewable energy an economically compelling alternative so we can 
finally reduce the dependence on fossil fuels to help slow down climate change. 

 What does FUERGY solve?

Over the few years, collaborative consumption has proven its efficiency and popularity among 
people all around the world. The idea of sharing something that is not used by its owner at the 
time of consumption is widely applicable in various areas of our day-to-day life. When it works 
with homes (online application such as Airbnb) or cars (online application such as Uber) then 
why not with energy?

To help to reduce the impacts of global warming, we need to start using resources which are 
available, renewable and whose potential is undervalued, such as solar or wind power. However, 
due to inconsistency in energy generation, their production peaks are usually not meeting the 
demand peaks. 

FUERGY Group is coming up with solutions that will decentralize the production and distribution 
of electricity to the local level. In this way, electricity will be consumed as close as possible to 
its source, and its production and consumption will be balanced, well-timed, and most impor-
tantly, with respect to the environment. Decentralization seems to be the answer to the growing 
demand for electricity without having to invest billions in centralized power production which 
accelerates climate change.

 What is the product?

FUERGY Group has developed its own sophisticated, AI-powered SW called brAIn which is paired 
with highly scalable HW device. This unique solution aims to help the FUERGY community mem-
bers to optimize their energy consumption, reach the full potential of their renewable energy 
systems and participate in the energy market. We strongly believe that utilizing blockchain the 
way it was originated (as a Distributed Ledger Technology – the “DLT”), and smart contracts, 
the produced energy can be shared in the smartest and the most cost-effective manner. Every 
FUERGY Device comes with a built-in uninterruptible power supply (UPS) function based on 
battery capacity.

 What is the New Energy Ecosystem?

The New Energy Ecosystem is a network of FUERGY Users and their devices connected through 
the automatic AI-powered energy sharing platform. Within the Ecosystem, everyone can power 
not just their own home, but also the neighborhood they live in. The New Energy Ecosystem 
includes also those who plan to begin producing green power and those who already utilize 
renewable energy sources.
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On-Grid Physical Microgrids

By connecting several FUERGY Devices togeth-
er, customers can build their own local com-
munity leveraging the accumulative capacities 
of home batteries to create synchronized and 
self-sufficient physical microgrids.

Example use case

Let’s have a look at an example of community 
energy sharing within a virtual microgrid. Im-
agine being a household with a solar power sys-
tem which is connected to the virtual microgrid 
and a big fan of NY Yankees at the same time. 
FUERGY allows you to send 1 kW of the energy 
you produced to the stadium during every sin-
gle match. As a result, every NY Yankees game 
could eventually run 100% on RES.

Off-Grid

The installation of FUERGY Device in an off-grid 
setting is possible, as all of these resources 
can be effectively managed by FUERGY Group. 
In this case, the system focuses on the pre-
cise optimization of consumption and the most 
efficient use of power and battery capacity, 
without sacrificing the user’s comfort.

On-Grid Virtual Microgrids

FUERGY Device owners can create a virtual 
community with other users, regardless of dis-
tance, to achieve simultaneous energy balance 
thanks to the AI-powered automatic energy 
trading. This is the ideal deployment of FUERGY 
Device in the New Energy Ecosystem since 
there is no need to build new infrastructure for 
electricity transmission, therefore no additional 
expenses.

OFF — GRID
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 Why should I be a part of the New Energy Ecosystem?

New Energy Ecosystem members will have a stable energy supply with higher power quality, and 
potentially a lower price. They can also increase the ROI of their green energy sources by selling 
the produced energy. On the other hand, utility companies can benefit from added flexibility, 
congestion relief, and increased power quality, as well as providing network support in times 
of stress by aiding restoration after faults. 

 Who is the prosumer?

The ‘prosumer’ is a person who consumes and produces energy. A wider understanding of the 
term covers all consumers that not only passively consume energy, but are also actively par-
ticipating in the market. Prosumers can help to balance the electricity system and ‘produce’ 
energy savings by selling the produced electricity from their energy storage. Every prosumer 
of energy is FUERGY’s potential customer.

 Are there various product versions?

FUERGY Group offers an opportunity to produce renewable energy through a portfolio of products 
and services that enable more cost-effective generation and reduced energy consumption. The 
development of enabling technologies allows FUERGY Group to simplify customers’ experience 
and enhance its ability to deliver the products and services.

FUERGY Business is designed for SMEs, large-sized manufacturing, business & commercial 
premises with the annual estimated energy consumption of 20 MW or more. FUERGY Home 
is designed for regular end-user customers, especially for households - family houses, that 
have the option of installing the renewable energy source. FUERGY Lite is designed for users 
and businesses that already have alternative green energy source installed along with battery 
backup system.

 Is it scalable?

To allow rapid and seamless expansion, the wide scalability of FUERGY Devices will ensure it to 
be easily used by most types of residential and commercial consumers and to be installed on 
existing distribution infrastructure. FUERGY is fully scalable and it is compatible with various 
li-on battery producers, battery capacities, inverters and energy sources such as PV, wind and 
small water-power plants.



06 Daily overview:

Electricity cost per day with and without FUERGY
during the period of November - December 2018

Electricity cost per day with and without FUERGY during the period of November - December 2018
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Monthly overview:

Electricity cost per month with and without FUERGY
during the period of November – December 2018

Electricity cost per month with and without FUERGY during the period of November - December 2018
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very similar which allowed FUERGY to maximize its performance during this day.
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Who you are?

We are a team of 38 people consisting of innovators with futuristic visions & specialists with 
decades of experience in energy optimization, project management, HW / SW development, 
blockchain, sales and marketing.

“While doing a business focused on energy optimization for big factories, we realised the huge 
potential and advantages we can bring. That’s why we decided to found FUERGY and offer our 
solution to every single energy consumer.”

— Radoslav Stompf (Co-founder, CEO at FUERGY)

How can I become a part of it?

To be a part of FUERGY and support the project’s development you may join our seed round. 
For further information please contact invest@fuergy.com
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 Are there any new trends in area of your interest?
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Battery prices are already down 79% in 2010, and we expect the ongoing build-out of battery 
manufacturing for electric vehicles to continue to drive down their prices for stationary appli-
cations so that they reach USD 70/kWh by 2030, 67% down from today.

BNEF experience curve for crystalline-silicon PV module prices

The IRENA report follows an earlier study by BNEF, which forecasts that by 2040 the cost of 
solar PV generation per MWh will fall by 60% (15 years later than IRENA’s projections) based on 
current costs – which means that solar energy will be the cheapest energy source in the world 
by the 2030s, attracting the most investment.
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Global installed capacity by source
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Global installed capacity rises from 6,163 GW in 2014 to 10,570 GW in 2040, an increase of 
over 4,400 GW meaning one-third more than over the previous 25 years.

Energy sources in numbers (2014 - 2040)

Renewable capacity rises from 30% to 44%
• Gas-fired capacity increases by almost 1 000 GW
• Coal falls from 31% of total capacity in 2014 to 23% by 2040
• Fossil-fuelled and nuclear energy reaches the end of their lifetime in the next ten years

Blockchain has proven to be a huge cost-saver and efficiency-enabler, because of its trans-
parency, peer-to-peer dimension, trust basis and potential. The distributed ledger technology 
records and stores all transactions made in the New Energy Ecosystem and ensures that energy 
is exchanged in a transparent and secure way.

 Are electric vehicles going to change the energy market?

CALIFORNIA – TYPICAL DAILY DEMAND PROFILE,

SUMMER DAY, 2017

CALIFORNIA – TYPICAL DAILY DEMAND PROFILE,

SUMMER DAY, 2050

WWW.FUERGY.COM
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Transportation becomes an increasingly important part of the electricity sector between now and 
2050. Bloomberg’s Electric Vehicle Outlook shows EVs (including light-duty vehicles and buses) 
growing from around 1.8% of global passenger vehicle sales today, to 55% of new sales by 2040.

Why now?

The recent expansion in development of smart solutions, IoT, IoE, electromobility, cloud reposi-
tories, computing centers… it all increases the demand for a single commodity – electricity. The 
interconnectivity of IoT devices, their expansion, affordability, ease of installation and service 
is now at a very different level than it was 10 years ago.

Thanks to technological advancement, the cost of solar panels and battery storage is constantly 
decreasing. They are continuously more affordable to the masses and, in certain parts of the 
world, their return on investment starts to be economically attractive.

But there is also the other side of technological progress – climate change. The threat of this crisis 
is being addressed globally by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. At 
the Paris climate conference in December 2015, 195 countries adopted the first-ever universal, 
legally binding global climate deal to limit the increase in global temperatures to less than 2°C. 

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, to keep global warming below 2°C, 
emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases must be halved by 2050 (compared 
with 1990 levels). Developed countries will need to reduce more – between 80 % and 95 % by 
2050, and advanced developing countries with large emissions (e.g. China, India and Brazil) will 
have to limit their emission growth.1

What is the market size?

1 Available online on the website: https://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/climate/policy-context

GLOBAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION*
NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

ELECTRICITY CUSTOMERS

European Union: 2,784,177 GWh
• Residential: 808,214 GWh
• Commercial and public services: 846,126 GWh
• Industrial & others: 1,129,837 GWh

European Union*:
• Total number of connected customers 263,370,337

United States: 3,807,711 GWh
• Residential: 1,409,855 GWh
• Commercial and public services: 1,360,145 GWh
• Industrial & others: 1,037,711 GWh

United States**:
• Residential: 132,579,747
• Commercial: 18,359,427
• Industrial: 840,329

Rest of the world: 14,271,595 GWh
• Residential: 3,462,485 GWh
• Commercial and public services: 2,393,606 GWh
• Industrial & others: 8,415,504 GWh

* Source: International Energy Agency, data for 2016 * Source: Union of the Electricity Industry

** Source: International Energy Agency



12  Who is the customer?

Our aim is to provide homes and businesses with an alternative to their electricity bill that is 
cleaner and cheaper. 

Target groups
• Residential - homes, apartments buildings + offices
• SMEs (small and medium enterprises)
• Industry or others - fully customized solution

WWW.FUERGY.COM
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 What’s your competitive advantage?

We make renewables effective and affordable for everyone.

Software as a service/P2P Trading Platforms:
SaaS/P2P Trading Platforms are not efficient enough due to the reverse nature of the data they 
work with, and the impossibility of interfering with the customer’s energy behavior.

We are entering the market which already has several existing participants such as distribution 
companies, trading companies, producers of the electricity and market organizers. Our solution 
is aimed to make the cooperation between these participants more effective. Thus we ensure 
grid stability, more accurate energy production and consumption and prevent power outages. 
Thanks to the decentralized model of energy sharing and trading, we change every consumer 
to a prosumer of energy and a participant of the New Energy Ecosystem. In the New Energy 
Ecosystem there is an aspiration to balance the energy production with its consumption on a 
local level. With these initiatives, among many other, we lower the end user’s electricity bill. 
That’s how we make renewables more effective and affordable for everyone.

 What makes us different?

• AI-powered management of resources & appliances
• Energy swaps
• Built-in & constantly monitored UPS function for cost reduction related to installation of unin-

terruptible power supply (UPS). In comparison, the traditional UPS solutions, are one-purpose 
backup devices, with no ROI, and relatively high service fees.

• Real-time data analysis for energy optimization 
• Decentralized energy where local production equals local consumption
• Greater return on investment thanks to the usage of current distribution infrastructure and 

energy trading
• Team with more than 20 years of experience in energy sector
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*approximately including installation and accessories, with no subsidies or tax advantages granted

TODAY WITH PV PANELS AND BATTERY TOMORROW WITH FUERGY BUSINESS

PV panels 5 kWp

Inverter 10 kW

Battery 19,6 kWh

PV panels 5 kWp

Inverter 10 kW

Battery 19,6 kWh

FUERGY

26.320 USD 29.240 USD

15 years 4 years

What can I expect from FUERGY?

As a household

• Lowering users’ energy bills without affecting users’ comfort
• Ensuring Energy safety (energy backup system)
• Making energy production with RES more effective
• Becoming the part of the New Energy Ecosystem (meaning the part of energy community 

regardless of the distance, to achieve simultaneous energy balance thanks to the AI-powered 
automatic energy trading and sharing)

• Using the full potential of electric vehicle’s battery. Increasing home battery capacity with 
the help of EV’s battery (optional, if you are EV owner and your EV has this functionality)

Product versions dedicated to households — FUERGY Home, FUERGY Lite and FUERGY Home 
Charger.

As a commercial consumer

• Lowering energy bill
• Using a part of your battery as an UPS (uninterrupted power supply) by yourself and/or

offering it to the third parties
• Online and real time energy management
• Management and optimization of cooling, heating and other important appliances — 

based on the best economic decisions (with the help of Artificial Intelligence)
• Lowering costs of energy chargers
• Reducing reserved capacity expenses
• Micro-interruptions elimination

Product versions dedicated to commercial consumers — FUERGY Business, FUERGY Business 
Charger.
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 Is this solution good for already existing asset (buildings) 

portfolio?

FUERGY Business can be massively utilized especially within the real estate industry e.g. REITs, 
real estate developers and property managers. As the FUERGY Solution is easily scalable, the 
building’s size does not play a role (small, large or even multiple buildings).

Besides the already described functionalities, FUERGY Solution allows for energy swaps (e.g. 
in-between buildings), as well. The main goal of the system is to reduce the end building’s elec-
tricity bill and thereby increase the manager’s NOI (Net Operating Income).

 What types of customers can benefit from FUERGY 

Business?

FUERGY Business is fully scalable solution suitable for customers owning or managing various 
facility types within a region, a state or even an entire country. Those customers can therefore 
reach the full potential of energy swaps between multiple delivery points.

Examples of facility types: 

• Office buildings
• Public buildings
• Medical centres
• Schools
• Sport venues
• Shopping malls
• Gas stations
• Hotels / Wellness / Spa
• Industry facilities
• Telco
• Data centres
• Ice hockey stadiums

These are just a few examples of many possible applications of FUERGY Business. We can offer 
specific economical and operating benefits to every customer based on their individual needs 
or requests.



“I could either watch it happen, or be a part of it.”
elon musk
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The role of FUERGY in a renewable-powered future
(based on IRENA 2019)

The recent analysis1 of the innovation landscape for the integration of variable renewable energy 
(VRE) was conducted by the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). The aim of this 
report is to detect the specific challenges which occur within this sector and find possible solu-
tions to achieve accelerated VRE adoption through the flexible and integrated power systems.

 What are 4 key areas in which innovation takes place?

Enabling technologies that play a key role in facilitating the integration of renewable energy, 
enable electrification and change the dynamics of the industry:

• Utility-scale & behind-the-meter batteries
• Electric vehicle (EV) smart charging
• Internet of things (IoT)
• Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Blockchain
• Microgrids & supergrids

Incentivising business models for supporting integration of renewable energy technologies 
and turning consumers into active participants:

• Peer-to-peer (P2P) electricity trading
• Energy-as-a-service
• Pay-as-you-go models
• Aggregators

New market design and changes in the regulatory framework to encourage flexibility on the 
consumer and/or prosumer side:

• Regional markets
• Net billing schemes
• Distributed energy resources
• Time-of-use tariffs

Innovative system operation that allows for higher shares of variable renewable power and 
supports deployment of distributed generation:

• Advanced forecasting
• Virtual power lines
• Dynamic line rating
• Cooperation between transmission & distribution system operators

1 Innovation Landscape for a Renewable-powered Future, IRENA 2019. https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/

Publication/2019/Feb/IRENA_Innovation_Landscape_2019_report.pdf
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 How can we help to build a renewable-powered future?

One of the crucial findings of this report illustrates that innovations do not emerge in isolation 
but come in a form of a systemic innovation e.g. synergies of various initiatives:

The following solutions are focusing on increasing the system’s flexibility that results in a cost-ef-
fective, low-carbon, sustainable and reliable energy system. There are 11 detected solutions 
that can be divided into 4 main categories:

 Supply-side flexibility solutions

These solutions are based on decreasing VRE generation uncertainty thanks to advanced 
AI-powered weather forecasting and thus reducing the amount of operating reserves needed in 
the system. As stated in the report, usage of digital technologies can improve the accuracy of 
renewable forecasts from 88 to 94% while increasing the accuracy of solar irradiation forecasts 
by 30%, as well.

FUERGY Solution: During every production and consumption optimization process, 
FUERGY’s proprietary AI-powered software, brAIn, analyses various inputs including weath-
er forecasts created by 3rd parties together with historical data and creates own weather 
prediction based on these inputs. By improving the available models of weather forecast, we 
can achieve greater efficiency of the stored energy and therefore help to balance the grid 
while using the renewable energy in an effective way.

Synergies between enabling technologies, market design and system operation (e.g. new an-
cillary services, re-designed capacity markets and IoT) are used to achieve the flexibility of 
power generation and automated energy trading.

FUERGY Solution: The New Energy Ecosystem (the Ecosystem) was built for a real-time 
energy services (trading, ancillary services) from the very beginning of its existence. Such 
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trading is influenced by a minimum amount of market rules (e.g. certain countries do not 
allow to supply stored energy back to the grid). Any improvements of the market rules, such 
as possibility to supply stored energy back to the grid; decreased time granularity of the 
market and/or capacity obligations, can enlarge our possibilities and the market where we 
can provide our services.

 Grid flexibility solutions

Emerging solutions such as regional power markets, use of battery storage and dynamic line 
rating are needed in order to ensure a strong and well interconnected grid. Reserve sharing, 
coordinated energy exchange scheduling, consolidated operation (merging of several balancing 
areas into one system operator) and blockchain-enabled communication are the solutions that 
can help to increase the flexibility of power grids.

FUERGY Solution: Creation of interconnected markets helps to increase the number of 
active participants of the Ecosystem who can then balance their consumption demand with 
production capacity according to their needs and grid status at a given moment. Trader or 
system operator’s additional service provider who is a part of the Ecosystem is able to buy 
or store the electricity, as in the previous solution. With this approach, FUERGY is lowering 
the cost of system management and the dependency on fossil fuels.

As resource-rich areas are not always close to major consumers, large volumes of energy are 
needed to be transported with minimum power losses. The problem of matching renewable 
energy generation and demand over large distances can be solved by creation of supergrids.

FUERGY Solution: Supergrids are not an inevitable part of FUERGY Solution. However, 
by creating an aggregator in the regions with multiple participants of the Ecosystem, we 
are enabling a transfer of produced electric energy through the supergrid to regions where 
the production is currently inconsistent with the demand. Supergrids can help FUERGY to 
effectively transfer surplus electricity and eliminate transmission losses.

IoT, AI and big data are crucial for operation of such grids while large-scale storage and new 
grid operation are needed to defer grid reinforcements investments. Last but not least, there 
are innovative initiatives in dynamic line rating that allow for greater distribution flexibility by 
adjusting the current-carrying capacity according to the precise weather monitoring and power 
line temperature measurements.

FUERGY Solution: Huge energy transfers can damage large-scale net and therefore 
there is a need to remove the biggest possible amount of energy from the system. FUERGY 
can provide such a service (energy removal from the system) to the grid operator on a de-
centralized battery base. FUERGY is currently not supporting or planning to start building 
any large-scale batteries or large scale renewable sources. Our mission is to support a de-
centralized power generation.

 Demand-side flexibility solutions

One of the crucial findings shows that distributed energy resources (DER) need to be allowed to 
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into active participants. Aggregation of DER such as P2P energy sharing through blockchain 
technology, smart homes, EV smart charging or behind the meter batteries are all used to 
maximise the benefits at a relatively limited costs.

FUERGY Solution: This is what FUERGY was built for. A fully scalable solution. Every-
one from households, through small and medium businesses to big industries everyone can 
become a part of the Ecosystem. The unique combination of AI, blockchain and precise data 
analysis can bring financial benefits for every participating subject (including customers, 
utilities, distribution companies and even system operator). The idea of sharing something 
that is not used by its owner at the time of consumption is widely applicable in various areas 
of our day-to-day life. When it works with homes or cars then why not with energy?

Advanced digital systems are needed for an optimized and automated demand-side man-
agement. The usage of IoT, big data, blockchain and AI leads to better patterns recognition, 
effective appliances management, and decision making based on precise data analysis. These 
innovations change the energy sector business model and service providers are starting to 
offer various energy-related services instead of just supplying consumers with electricity. The 
Energy-as-a-service model is born.

FUERGY Solution: brAIn (AI-powered software) is analysing various inputs such as the 
current energy prices, customer energy behaviour, grid status, customer renewable energy 
production data, weather forecasts and using these collected data to manage IoT appliances 
and usage of the user’s stored energy. According to the user’s needs at a given moment, the 
stored energy can be used for P2P trading, purchase of system services, sold on a wholesale 
energy market or used for own energy consumption. All of this is based on real-time data. 
IoT technology is used not only for collecting consumption data (used for an effective plan-
ning of energy generation and trading) but also for management of appliances that can be 
activated when the cost of electricity needed for their operation is low. By default, FUERGY 
Solution comes with a built-in backup system (uninterrupted power supply functionality).

Moreover, meeting peak demand by using the full potential of home batteries, using EV’s bat-
teries as an active energy storage and thus building renewable energy mini-grids decreases 
grid congestion and defers network investments.

FUERGY Solution:  There are several operation options within the Ecosystem that can 
distribute and store energy in an effective way e.g. off-grid solutions or creation of virtual 
microgrids. These solutions are able to send the stored power back to the grid or buy the 
energy from the grid when needed. The fluent operation of such microgrids is ensured by 
brAIn and especially thanks to the implementation of IoT.  Even today, FUERGY can be con-
figured in a way that it uses all energy sources (home batteries, EV, air condition, heating, 
IoT appliances) to primarily cover the needs of the participants of the mini-grid.

However, the optimization of distribution system with DER is highly required. Distribution 
companies need to become active system operators, provide services such as vehicle to grid 
(V2G), effective usage of locally stored energy - virtual power plants and adopt new information 
and communication technologies.
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FUERGY Solution: One of the main goals of FUERGY Solution is to help the distribution 
grid and use the system of ancillary services. This does not only cover energy storing for 
the use during peak hours but also the active usage of stored electricity for balancing the 
grid. Based on the principles of inverters, FUERGY automatically improves the grid voltage 
stability. FUERGY can help distribution companies to balance the peaks, eliminate system 
congestions and keep the grid’s stability in general. Thanks to FUERGY, distribution com-
panies can become active operators of distribution grids. FUEGRY is implementing multiple 
innovative technologies that can actively influence this process: BESS, EV etc.

 System-wide storage flexibility solutions

The huge progress in development of batteries and their ability to be coupled with VRE power 
plants facilitates the integration of green energy into the grid. Thanks to being flexible and 
fast-responding technologies, utility-scale batteries help to balance the system in case of sudden 
changes. This helps to avoid penalties for deviation in the generation output. Connecting the 
large-scale batteries to the utility network allows for later usage of the stored electricity in the 
areas where the demand is being exceeded by the supply and thus providing a service to the 
grid itself. The creation of more granular markets that reward individual services will be needed 
as participation of energy storage system in electricity markets in currently not allowed in many 
countries. This initiatives are already taking place in US where the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) voted to remove such barriers. Asia Pacific, North America and Western 
Europe are expected to become the leading markets for using utility-scale batteries for ancillary 
services through 2026.

FUERGY Solution: FUERGY is aimed to build a decentralized system for energy pro-
duction and consumption. While keeping this in mind, we have come to a decision that by 
connecting several batteries with smaller capacities into larger aggregates, we can build 
the Ecosystem faster and in a more scalable way. The functionality of such system is very 
similar to the functionality of utility-scale batteries. To ensure a fully operating decentralized 
energy system is one of the FUERGY’s crucial goals. The decentralized solution of FUERGY 
comes with a built-in UPS function.

Optionally, there are so called power-to-X solutions - electric power can be stored by being 
converted into hydrogen or heat and thus increase the system’s flexibility even more.

FUERGY Solution: Considering the scalability of FUERGY Solution there is no fixed way 
of energy storing. It is possible to store the produced energy by converting it to hydrogen 
and still keep all the functionalities of FUERGY as when the batteries are being used. Even 
in the current stage of development, FUERGY Solution allows to accumulate the energy in 
the heating or cooling system. This functionality is part of the active resources and appli-
ances management. By creating synergies between various technologies we can provide 
even faster return on investment when using renewable energy sources. Such a solution is 
expected to increase decarbonization of multiple industries.
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Calculations of FUERGY impact on customers in Slovak and Dutch 

industry - engineering and manufacturing company

The following case studies are based on the real energy consumption 

information and customer’s behavior in 2018. Total savings represent 

the cumulative optimization effect caused by FUERGY. Total savings do 

not represent additional financial effects, such as lowering customer’s 

reserved capacity or UPS function (it is the part of the FUERGY Device 

from production) or other regulatory technologies. All prices are ex-

clusive of VAT
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Engineering company (without PV) in Slovakia

Variant 1 – FUERGY Solution 

with 182 kWh battery

Variant 2 – FUERGY Solution 

with 273 kWh battery

Variant 3 – FUERGY solution 

with 546 kWh battery

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

16 997 1 944 797,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
48,06 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
66,36 €

FUERGY 

Solution

182 kWh and

125 kW inverter

157 534,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

39 486,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

4,0

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

16 997 1 944 797,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
48,06 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
66,36 €

FUERGY

Solution

273  kWh and 

250 kW inverter

247 450,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

73 808,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

3,4

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

16 997 1 944 797,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
48,06 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
66,36 €

FUERGY

Solution

546 kWh and

250 kW inverter

484 900,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

147 421,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

3,3
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Engineering company (without PV) in Netherlands

Variant 1 – FUERGY Solution 

with 182 kWh battery

Variant 2 – FUERGY Solution 

with 273 kWh battery

Variant 3 – FUERGY solution 

with 546 kWh battery

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

16 997 3 604 894,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
142,51 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
69,58 €

FUERGY

Solution

182 kWh and 

125 kW inverter

157 534,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

51 236,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

3,1

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

16 997 3 604 894,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
142,51 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
69,58 €

FUERGY

Solution

273 kWh and 

250 kW inverter

247 450,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

87 250,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

2,8

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

16 997 3 604 894,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
142,51 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
69,58 €

FUERGY

Solution

546 kWh and 

250 kW inverter

484 900,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

150 230,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

3,2
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Manufacturing company (without PV) in Slovakia

Variant 1 – FUERGY Solution 

with 91 kWh battery

Variant 2 – FUERGY Solution 

with 182 kWh battery

Variant 3 – FUERGY Solution 

with 273 kWh battery

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

24 994 2 660 611,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
47,65 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
58,80 €

FUERGY

Solution 91 kWh 

and 2x33 kW 

inverter

100 286,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

20 000,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

5,0

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

24 994 2 660 611,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
47,65 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
58,80 €

FUERGY

Solution 

182 kWh and  

125 kW inverter

157 534,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

39 972,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

3,9

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

24 994 2 660 611,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
47,65 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
58,80 €

FUERGY

Solution 

273 kWh and 

250 kW inverter

247 450,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

74 766,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

3,3
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Manufacturing company (without PV) in Netherlands

Variant 1 – FUERGY Solution 

with 91 kWh battery

Variant 2 – FUERGY Solution 

with 182 kWh battery

Variant 3 – FUERGY Solution 

with 273 kWh battery

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

24 994 5 300 977,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
142,51 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
69,58 €

FUERGY

Solution 91 kWh 

and 2x33 kW 

inverter

100 286,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

25 465,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

3,9

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

24 994 5 300 977,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
142,51 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
69,58 €

FUERGY

Solution

182 kWh and

125 kW inverter

157 534,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

54 337,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

2,9

Input data MW €

Customer’s 

annual energy 

consumption

24 994 5 300 977,-

Distribution 

cost (1 MW)
142,51 €

Commodity 

price (1 MW)
69,58 €

FUERGY

Solution

273 kWh and 

250 kW inverter

247 450,- €

Total annual 

Savings with 

FUERGY Device

86 611,- €

Return on 

investment

(in years)

2,9



Conclusion

FUERGY is a completely New Energy Ecosystem. By comparing our solution with the described 
trends in market design, business models, system operation and technological innovation, con-
ducted by IRENA in 2019, we aimed to confirm that FUERGY Solution is the future of energy. The 
Ecosystem is a place where all market participants (including consumers, market authorities, 
utilities and distribution companies) can maximize their potential and thus eliminate ineffective 
ways of energy generation, distribution and consumption. The optimization of these processes 
is helping to reduce the emissions of carbon dioxide by lowering the usage of the most polluting 
energy sources (coal power plants).

By including features such as online energy trading, IoT, blockchain, artificial intelligence and 
ancillary services for system operator, FUERGY bridges the gap between economical and eco-
logical. Thanks to its scalability, our solution brings more affordable and reliable VRE to everyone.

Today, FUERGY offers such functionalities that are only expected to start entering the main-
stream energy market. As our solution is already integrating multiple innovative technologies 
(batteries, inverters, photovoltaics etc.) the progress in development of energy storage solutions, 
effective power generation from renewable sources and appearance of new trends is empow-
ering us to bring even further improvements to the Ecosystem such as creation of local energy 
communities which are less dependent on central power plants. This approach turns energy 
consumers into energy producers, and thus creates a network of active market participants or 
so called prosumers.
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